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The World Was There:
A Photographic History of Cape Canaveral's
Launch Complex 14
by Lori C. Walters

"T

he Cape": for those old enough to recall the suspense
of John Glenn's fireball reentry aboard Friendship 7, the
name evokes the image of an inseparable triad-billowing rockets, towering gantries, and silvery astronauts. It was
here along the eastern coast of Florida that the United States established its most noted launch facility at Cape Canaveral. Although
missiles arose from the desert at White Sands and Vandenberg Air
Force Base in California, it was the Cape that held the imagination
of the nation captive. Cape Canaveral, with its bright orange
gantries lining sundrenched shores, was from where America's
astronaut heroes engaged the then evil Soviets for domination of
the Cold War heavens. Much has changed in the forty years since
the flight of Friendship 7. John Glenn resigned from the space p r e
gram for a career in politics. While Glenn did return to space, it
was not a homecoming to the Cape; his 1998journey began from
the Kennedy Space Center. He was no longer the lone pilot atop
a glistening Atlas rocket, he was now simply a passenger aboard the
Space Transportation System better known as the shuttle. But
what of the more silent participants in those years of nationalistic
space races-the launch facilities at the Cape? A study of photographs between 1957 and 2003 reveals the life and death of
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Launch Complex 14 (LC 14) -launch site of the Free World's first
Intercontinental Ballistic Missile (ICBM) and man in orbit.
While Cape Canaveral supported its first launch on 24 July
1950, it did not acquire its sweeping vista of gantries instantaneously. Launch complexes are not generic masses of steel and
concrete where missiles are erected and rocketed from any currently available pad. Each complex is designed for the needs and
characteristics of a specific missile and constructed to support testing of that missile system. Hence Complexes 15 and 16-home of
the Titan ICBM-are markedly different in appearance than LC
14. The birth of Launch Complex 14 was tied to the creation of
the Atlas ICBM.
Atlas began life as the Consolidated Vultee Aircraft
Corporation's (Convair) Project MX-774 in 1946. Limited defense
budgets in the years immediately after World War I1 and the
embedded reliance on manned bombers led to official shelving of
the project. Undaunted, a small cadre of Convair engineers continued to work on MX-774, however. By 1951, the Air Force reexamined the value of ballistic missiles and provided Convair with a
limited contract to proceed with development. Dubbed MX-1593,
the new generation of missiles would benefit from the abandoned
MX-774 project but still suffer from half-hearted Air Force interest.
Not until the success of Operation Castle thermonuclear tests in
the spring of 1954 was the final barrier for full Air Force commitment removed. The Castle tests demonstrated the once massive
sixty-two-ton thermonuclear warhead could be reduced to a size
where a ballistic missile could deliver its destructive might behind
the Iron Curtain. The MX-1593 became known as Atlas, destined
to support the weight of the Free World on its shoulders.'
Emphasis on intercontinental strike capability demonstrated a
shift in the nation's nuclear doctrine and rising fears of Soviet
intercontinental capabilities. Atlas was designated to become the
nation's first operational intercontinental ballistic missile no later
than 1960.2 Launch complexes 11,12,13,and 14 were built to aid
in the evolution and testing of Atlas. The number of anticipated
massive explosions during development predicated the construction of four near identical complexes so that work could continue
1.
2.

For a comprehensive history of the development of Atlas, see John L.
Chapman, Atlas: S t q of a Missile (New York, 1960).
Ibid., 63.
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1949 aerial photo of Cape Canaveral looking southwestward. Remote and sparsely
populated, this former navigational landmark for Spanish galleons entered the
missile age in 1950. Eventually ICBM Row and Complex 14were constructed in the
foreground area of the Cape elbow. Courtay of the IilOrida Space Coast History Rqect,
University of Central M d a , Orlando.

on alternate complexes should a pad experience significant damage. These complexes formed the heart of what became popularly known as ICBM Row.
Located north of the Cape Canaveral Lighthouse, ICBM Row
roughly parallels the general path of the original AlA highway, a
remnant of the region's previous civilian life. Contracts for brick
and mortar construction of pads 12 and 14 were let to the Paul
Smith Construction Company of Tampa. Work on the complexes
commenced January 1956 with the clearing of palmetto thicketsa hallmark of the wild Cape terrain.3
The term "complex" refers to the actual launch pad, stand,
senice towers, blockhouse, and the myriad of smaller support facil-

3.

"Chronology of the Atlantic Missile Range and Air Force Missile Test Center,
19391959" (Patrick Air Force Base, Ha., 1975), 96.
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By 1965, ICBM Row dominates the Cape skyline. Complex 14 is the fifth pad in the
straight line facing northward. C
o
u
w of the Florida Space Coast H i s t 9 Ryect,
University of Central zilmidu, Orlanh.

ities. With the Atlas ICBM, the missile arrived on a handling trailer and backed up the ramp. Now disconnected from the hauling
truck, Atlas was raised into firing position with the handling trailer
acting as a support cradle for the missile. Once erected, Atlas
stood on the launch stand, grasped firmly in place by the missile
launcher-a device used to hold Atlas until sufficient thrust had
been achieved at lift-off. The A-Frame service tower was moved
into place, providing workers access to the vehicle for preparation.
During the actual launch, a railed transfer table transported the
service tower away from the launch stand to a "parking area" eastward. The umbilical tower provided power, instrumentation, and
other ground support to the vehicle just prior to launch.
Limitations in late 1950s electronics placed the igloo-shaped blockhouse and occupants a mere eight hundred feet from the pad.
June 11, 1957, marked the first launch from LC 14 and the
first launch attempt of Atlas from the Cape. Designated as Atlas
4A, the mighty missile confidently climbed into the sky then
suddenly began to tumble, forcing the range safety officer to ini-
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This 1951 image captures the untouched beachfront of the Cape's northern
boundary.By decade's end, ICBM Row rose from the pristine wilderness seen here.
h r t u y of the Florida Space Coast History Ryect, Univm'Q of Central fib, 07ksndo.

tiate the destruct mode.4 Not until December 17,1957, did Atlas
take its maiden flight toward defending the Free World as
Vehicle 12-A successfully broke the bonds of LC 14 landing six
hundred miles down range.5 While victory had come to the
launch team, Atlas was far from being declared operational.
Overall, of the initial eight Atlas launches at LC 14 between June
11, 1957, and September 14, 1958, six were officially designated
as failures. Selected as the launch vehicle for the orbital
manned Mercury missions, the unveiling of Atlas to the men
whose lives depended on its reliability was less than stellar. John
Glenn recalled when the seven Mercury astronauts gathered at
LC 14 on May 19, 1959, to witness the launch of Atlas 7-D: "A
minute after lifting off, it blew. The explosion looked like a
hydrogen bomb going off right over our heads, so close we
4.
5.

Ibid., 127.
Ibid., 133.
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Steel superstructure of the ramp begins to take shape in 1956. Upon completion
of the steel and concrete portions of the ramp, the facility was outfitted with
hydraulic, electrical, and instnunentation systems, and additional equipment.
Note the rails in the foreground which facilitated movement of the service tower
via a transfer table. Cour&tzsy of the Flinidu Space Coast Histmy Project, U n i m . 9 of
Central Elorida, Orlando.

ducked before we realized the flight path would carry the debris
out over the Atlantic. We stood in stunned silence after the roar
of the explosion faded."6
After its designation as the launch site for the planned
orbital Mercury flights, LC 14 underwent reconfiguration due to
additional requirements of the manned operations over ICBM
testing. Modifications included the addition of the white room
to protect the Mercury capsule from the elements, supplementary fire suppression equipment, and the emergency egress
tower.7
Although not a result of Mercury modifications the change
of the service tower paint scheme is worthy of note. As a poten6.
'7.

John Glenn,John G h n : A Memoir (NewYork, 1993), 207.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, REszllts of the First U.S.
Manned Orfn'talSfme Right, F h r y 20, 1962 (Washington, D.C.,1962),47.
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Two views of Atlas 4 A launch on 11 June 1957. Note in the left image the missile
launcher holding the Atlas down until sufficient thrust has been achieved. Couof the Atlas Archive, San Dsego Ampace M w m , San Ditgo, Calif;

tial hazard to aviation, all gantries were painted in a red and
white candy stripe scheme in accordance with Federal Aviation
Administration regulations. The harsh sea air climate dictated
frequent painting of the structures and the two-color scheme
added time and cost to the continual repainting measures.
While a waiver to paint the towers a solid red/orange color was
granted by the FAA, it was a mere formality as the missile testPublished by STARS, 2003
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A USAF Sergeant stands in an Atlas complex flame bucket. With ignition, the water
deluge system pumps 30,000 gallons of water per minute to cool the pad structure
and suppress the noise generated by the mighty engines' 360,000 pounds of thrust.
of the EZorida
The previous photo demonstrates the flame bucket in action. Cou*
Space Coast History Cobctim, UnivnsiEy of CGntral Flon'da,on2md.o.

ing facility airspace was restricted to private and commercial
a~iation.~
LC 5/6 was privileged as the launch for the Mercury-Redstone
suborbital flights of Alan B. Shepard and Virgil "Gus" Grissom on
May 5 and July 21,1961. But LC 14 soon became the focus of the
space program. Friendship 7, Glenn's Mercury capsule, arrived at
LC 14 for mating with the Atlas booster on January 3,1962, with an
anticipated launch twenty-four days later. On February 20, 1962,
after a series of delays, John Glenn became the first American to
orbit the Earth, leaving the concrete and steel confines of LC 14 at
9:47:39 a.m. EST. Astronauts M. Scott Carpenter, Walter M.
Schirra, and L. Gordon Cooper would follow Glenn into space
8.

Dotty Ellingson, Patrick AFB Public Affairs, 20 November 1985, to undisclosed, Florida Space Coast History Project, University of Central Florida,
Orlando.
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Atlas ICBM configuration of LC 14. The image provides a superior view of the
ramp area and Atlas inside the service tower. The square pool in the background
is the skimming basin designed to hold water from the deluge system or spilled
propellants. Note the "Candy Stripewpaint scheme. Courtesy of the Florida Space
Coast Hbtury Project, University of Central Fbn&, Orlando.

from LC 14. Unlike shuttle astronauts, visits by the Mercury Seven
were frequent to the Cape. One Mercury worker recalled how
close interaction with the astronauts even influenced their Florida
weather fashion sense, uWe all started wearing Ban-Lon shirts
because they [the Mercury astronauts] wore Ban-Lon shirts. And
they are hotter than hell in ~umrner."~
At the pad, hard-hat colors
assisted in the identification of worker employers: Convair-General
Dynamics/Atlas management wore dark green; Convair-General
Dynamics engineers, light blue; McDonnell /Mercury Capsule,
dark blue; NASA, yellow. Prior to preparations for the MA-8 flight
of Wally Schirra, astronauts wore the standard NASA issue yellow
hard-hat. To facilitate distant identification of the astronauts at LC
14, General Dynamics (GDA) Test Conductor Calvin Fowler creat9.

Interview with Gene J. Hummel by author, 1 February 2002, transcript, Space

Walk of Fame Collection, Titusville, Fla.
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Astronaut Gordon Cooper at LC 14 sporting a light blue Ban-Lon shirt and pink
hard-hat. Atlas 130-D on its handling trailer is visible to the right. Courtesy of the
Florida Space Coast History Pqect, University of Central FEorda, Orlando.

Complex 14." Entombed near the base of the monument is an
intended five-hundred-year time capsule which contains twenty-six
"archival quality"still photographs; technical reports; a copy of We
Seuen, a book written by the Mercury astronauts themselves;
11. General Dynamics Corporation Astronautics Division, News Release: Ptqect
Mercury Monument Dedication and Unveiling Information, 10 November 1964,2.
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The thirteen-foot high monument comblnes the astronomical symbol for the planet Mercury and the number 7 in honor of the original Mercury astronauts. The
monument was produced from the same stainless steel developed for Atlas.
Courfqy of the Fbida Space Coat History A-oject, University of Central J b i a h , &Orlando.

Prediction Book 2063 A.D., predicting man's achievements in space
over the next hundred years; the NASA documentary film
Friendship 7: and a 1/65th scale model of the ~ t 1 a s . lAlthough
~
designated as a monument to Project Mercury, the obelisk stands as a
testament to the contribution of LC 14. The time capsule contents
herald the launches from LC 14 with little fanfare to the two
Mercury suborbital flights conducted from LC 5/6.
Complex 14 continued as an active launch facility for the
manned successor to Mercury, Project Gemini. A primary goal of
Gemini was to determine if orbital docking was possible, a key to the
viability of the Apollo lunar landing program. The Atlas-Agena target vehicle would assist in resolving this question. LC 14 supported
Project Gemini with a total of seven launches-six Atlas-Agenda configurations and the Augmented Target Docking Adapter (ATDA)
dubbed the "Angry Alligator" by Gemini 9 astronaut Thomas
12. Ibid., 17-18.
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LC 14 in 2005. The photo was taken from the channel leading to the skimming

basin looking toward what was the flame bucket and launch stand. The support
beams for the transfer table rails are still visible in the foreground. CourtRsy of the
M d a Space Coast History wed,University of Central Florida, &Orlando.

December 2, 1976. Five members of Fort Bragg's 27th
Engineering Battalion set the plastic explosives.14 The twisted
rusting remnants of the tower that launched the Free World's
14. United StatesAir Force Oflice of Information, News Release, November 19'76.
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First Man in Orbit were auctioned for scrap in 1979 to C.H.
Zipperer of Savannah, Georgia.l5
While rockets no longer embark from Launch Complex 14,
the site's historical significance cannot be denied. On April 16,
1984, the pad at LC 14 was designated a National Historic
Landmark by the National Park Service. Recognizing the historical
value of the complex, the United States Air Force completed a renovation of the aging blockhouse in 1998. Long since stripped of
its Atlas-era consoles, the blockhouse has a new role: the former
beehive of launch activity is now a conference center. The old
viewing periscopes continue operational, providing visitors a
launch crew perspective of the pad remains.
Who among that anonymous cadre of construction workers
who laid the foundation for the scope of historic events at Launch
Complex 14 could have imagined in 1956 they would have outlived
the structure they were creating? This complex was made of concrete and steel, destined to survive centuries after the generation
of mere mortals who breathed life into it. Like images in a family
album, the photographs of Complex 14 reveal the life of this historic site. Its conception lies in the Cold War fears of 1950s
America and its death in obsolescence. Like many mid-twentieth
century architectural treasures, its preservation value went unseen
until it was too late.

15. Billy J. Turner, PAFB Defense Property Disposal Office, to undisclosed, 6
January 1984, Florida Space Coast History Project.
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